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27 This paper investigates the asymmetric effects of monetary shocks when the impact of
28 monetary policy on real activity works through state-dependent variables. We use a nonlinear
29 model, the multiple regime smooth transition autoregressive model, that allows the effects of
30 shocks to vary across the business cycles when monetary innovations modify both the
31 endogenous and state variables. Our impulse response functions show a history-dependence
32 property. Indeed, hitting the economy at a given time induces persistence and asymmetric
33 responses across histories and shocks. The empirical application concerns the US over the
34 period 1975:1–1998:2.
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41 1. Introduction
42 The past years have witnessed an increasing number of papers dealing with the
43 asymmetry of business cycles. Although the idea is ancient, empirical studies have
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grown rapidly since the beginning of the 1980s. The recognition that structural
45 changes affect the economies at any period has encouraged the use of multiple
46 regimes models, instead of previous empirical approaches that mostly distinguished
47 between two phases in business cycles: expansion and contraction. The varying
48 slopes of expansion and contraction phases that induce time variations from the
49 mean to the trough or peak of cycles, is an old stylized fact—at least it dates back
50 to Mitchell (1927). However, for a long time, the problem has been the following:
51 how can the theoretical concept be made operational? In an attempt to answer this
52 question, econometricians have suggested the use of nonlinear time series models
53 that enable the study of different dynamics over the business cycles. A plethora of
54 papers on this topic started emerging in the 1980s and in the 1990s (see, among
55 others, Neftci, 1984; Falk, 1986; Luukkonen and Terasvirta, 1991; Terasvirta and ¨¨ ¨¨ ¸
56 Anderson, 1992; Emery and Koening, 1992; Sichel, 1994; Ramsey and Rothman,
57 1996; Verbrugge, 1997; Pesaran and Potter, 1997; van Dijk and Franses, 1999).
58 Among the arguments that motivate the use of nonlinear structures, a simple idea
59 is that the output fluctuations are influenced by variables that distort the business
60 cycle shape. Such variables cause changes in regime in the sense that output
61 variations follow a different time series process over different periods. This may be
62 a cause of asymmetric dynamics. With regard to linear or VAR models, the
63 ‘asymmetry’ of business cycles suggests that contractions last a longer period than
64 expansions, or that shocks have stronger effects on certain variables during one of
65 the two phases. With regard to nonlinear models, the meaning of ‘asymmetry’ is
66 more general in the sense that we simply say that shocks have time-varying effects
67 on the real activity. This variability occurs because the parameters of the equations
68 describing the dynamics of the output change as a result of a regime-shift variable.
69 Such a view modifies our comprehension of how demand and supply shocks
70 contribute to movements in the real GDP over the business cycle. Indeed, when one
71 perturbs the present to produce information on the dynamics of a nonlinear model,
72 the response does not only depend on the sign of the shocks, but it is also a function
73 of the history and of the magnitude of the shocks. This is a new challenge to
74 econometricians.
75 In this paper, we study the effects of monetary policy on the real sector of the
76 US economy, assuming that output fluctuations are governed by regime-shift models,
77 here the multiple regime smooth transition autoregressive (henceforth MRSTAR)
78 models. These models were introduced by van Dijk and Franses (1999) who
79 analyzed how regime-shift variables cause asymmetries in the US business cycle.
80 They generalized the smooth transition autoregressive (STAR) models that were
81 extensively used in the literature. Why is it interesting to use an MRSTAR model
1
82 to evaluate the asymmetric effects of monetary policy on real GDP? If we were
83 using a linear model (for instance a VAR process), we would proceed as follows.
84 We would, firstly estimate a money–output equation, secondly create two series of
85 respectively positive and negative monetary shocks, and thirdly study the properties
1007
1008 STAR models were originally introduced by Luukkonen et al. (1988) and Terasvirta and Anderson
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of impulse response functions (IRFs). In such a framework, the usual results
87 obtained in the literature may be summarized as follows: (1) money does affect
88 output strongly when monetary policy is restrictive and raises inflation when it is
89 expansive; (2) the effects of money on output is greater during the contraction
90 phases of business cycles and their impact on inflation are greater during expansion
91 phases; (3) if prices adjust slowly, then only negative shocks affect the output. In a
92 MRSTAR model, contractionary and expansionary monetary shocks lead asymmetric
93 effects that differ significantly from those just mentioned. Indeed, the IRFs exhibit
94 a time dependence property. The coefficients of the money–output equation are
95 indeed state-dependent and vary according to transition variables that generate
96 changes in the business cycle regimes. The regime-shift variables are economic
97 indicators characterizing both the aggregate supply and the aggregate demand. For
98 instance, the reaction of output to negative monetary shocks may be undetermined
99 because the level of stocks and the production capacity act as state variables that
100 condition the reaction of the GDP to money variations (see for similar arguments 101
Wong (2000)). There are other state variables that may induce time variation of the
102 elasticity of output to money. Firstly, due to the imperfect structure of the credit
103 market, initial shocks by the central bank can be either smoothed or amplified by
104 commercial banks. A variable representing the credit channel may thus be hypoth-
105 esized as being regime-shifting (Galbraith, 1996). Secondly, the impact of monetary
106 shocks on activity is also conditioned by the credibility of monetary policy. Financial
107 variables such as interest rate differentials reflect the agents’ expectations about
108 future conditions of the business cycle. People may want to increase saving if they
109 foresee a slowdown. In this case an expansive monetary policy might be ineffective.
110 There is evidence in the literature that such behaviors induce asymmetric dynamics
111 in the business cycle (Aftalion, 1997). Other examples of regime-shift variables
112 could be evoked: the indexing rules that characterize the wage-price loop, the
113 pricing rules on the good markets, the growth rate of federal expenditures, the
114 output-gap. Whatever the case, it seems difficult to assume that a money–output
115 equation has parameters that are invariant across alternative values of the regime-
116 shift variables. In this paper, we use an MRSTAR model to see whether the state-
117 dependent approach helps capturing the money nonneutrality on the business cycle.
118 Our study concerns US quarterly data over the period 1975:1–1998:2.
119 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the MRSTAR model that
120 is used to estimate the money–output equation. The endogenous variable is the
121 variation of the GDP. The exogenous variables are, respectively, the growth rate of
122 M1, a total productivity index variable and the federal budget deficit. The regime-
123 shift—or transition—variables include the output-gap and financial variables that
124 are indicators of the credit channel and interest rate term structure variables. Section
125 3 presents the econometric methodology and the results obtained for the US
126 economy in Section 4, we give simulation results from generalized IRFs and
127 compare the results obtained for STAR and MRSTAR models. This allows us to
128 show evidence of asymmetry. Section 5 concludes the paper.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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2. The money–output MRSTAR model
130 Throughout the paper, the influence of monetary impulses on real activity will be
131 based on the propagation and impulse approach as initiated in earlier studies of the
132 business cycle. As to the first point (the propagation mechanism), we describe the
133 intrinsic structure of the economy using MRSTAR formulation. This allows us to
134 discuss the nature of nonlinearity induced by time-dependent structural parameters.
135 2.1. General formulation of a MRSTAR model
136 A MRSTAR model for a univariate time series y can be formulated as follows t
137 (van Dijk and Franses, 1999): 138
139 wz wz
x| x| y s f9 w1 yFs,g ,c qf9 wF s ,g ,c1 yFs,g ,c Ž. Ž.Ž. µ∂ t 1 t 11 t 11 2t 11 t 11 22 t 22 y~ y~
wz
x| q f9 w1 yFs,g ,c qf9 wF s ,g ,cF s ,g ,c q´ (1) Ž. Ž. Ž. µ∂ 3 t 11 t 11 4t 11 t 11 22 t 22 t y~
140
141 where ´ ;iid(0, s ), for is
2 w s(1,y ,«,y ,x ,«,x )9,f s(f ,f ,«,f )9 t tt y1 typt 1 tk i i0 i1 im
142 1,«, 4 and mspqk. F and F are logistic functions given by 12 143
144 y1 wz
x| Fs,g ,c s 1qexp yg s yc (2) Ž. Ž Ž . . ii tii ii t i y~
145
146 where, for is1, 2, g and c are scalars with g )0. The transition variables s can ii i t i
147 be lagged endogenous variables or exogenous variables. The restrictions g )0a r e i
148 identifying conditions. The slope parameters g are indicators of the speed of the i
149 transition between two extreme regimes and the c are the half-way points between i
150 these regimes.
151 The model given by Eqs. (1) and (2) generalizes the original logistic STAR
152 (LSTAR) model given as follows: 153
154 wz
x| y sf9 w1 yFs,g,c qf9 wFs,g,c q´ (3) Ž. Ž. t 1 tt 2 tt t y~
155
156 where F is a logistic function given by 157
158 y1 wz
x| Fs,g,c s 1qexp yg s yc . (4) Ž. Ž Ž. . tt y~
159
160 This last model is able to describe asymmetric behavior where two extreme
161 regimes have different dynamics with a smooth transition from one to the other
162 one. It may be noted that, when g™`, the LSTAR model approaches a threshold
163 autoregressive model with two regimes (Tong, 1990), and, when g™0, it approaches
164 a linear model.
165 STAR models can only accommodate two regimes. MRSTAR models are thus
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they allow detecting four distinct regimes, each corresponding to some extreme
168 values of the logistic transition functions F and F : 12
170 SW F sF s0: y sf9 w q´ 12 t 1 tt TT F s1 and F s0: y sf9 w q´ 12 t 2 tt
UX . (5)
F s0 and F s1: y sf9 w q´ 12 t 3 tt TT
VY F sF s1: y sf9 w q´ 12 t 4 tt
171
172 The model is therefore locally linear in w . For our purpose, it is worthwhile t
173 noting that MRSTAR models can be considered as time-varying coefficient models—
174 just as the STAR models. This can be shown by rewriting the model Eq. (1) as
175 follows: 176




x| p s f9 1yFs,g ,c qf9 Fs,g ,c Ž. Ž. µ∂ t 11 1 t 11 211 t 11 y~
wz wz
x| x| = 1yFs,g ,c q f9 1yFs,g ,c qf9 Fs,g ,cF s ,g ,c. Ž. Ž. Ž. Ž. µ∂ 22 t 22 3 11 t 11 411 t 11 22 t 22 y~ y~
182
183 Therefore, the variability of parameters appears to be depending on both F and 1
184 F , and consequently nonlinearly on the transition variables s and s . In other 2 1t 2t
185 words, the coefficients of w change smoothly with s and s . t 1t 2t
186 2.2. Application to the money–output relationship
187 This section presents the MRSTAR formulation of the money–output equation
188 and motivates the choice of explanatory and transition variables. The nonlinear
189 specification that is introduced can be seen as a reduced form of a nonlinear
190 structural model linking money and other financial variables to GDP. We do not
191 seek the ‘true’ structural model, but simply use an equation that mimics the
192 asymmetry of monetary policy over the business cycle when the switching of the
193 economy between the different phases is governed by regime-shift—or transition—
194 variables.
195 We use the following notations:
197 GDP: gross domestic product
199 M1: monetary index M1
201 DEF: federal deficit
203 PTY: Productivity
205 P: Price
207 SL3: 3-year interest rate term structure
209 SL10: 10-year interest rate term structureARTICLE IN PRESS









217 2.2.1. Economic motivations for the choice of the variables
218 2.2.1.1. The endogenous variable. The endogenous variable is DGDP. Since we
4
219 aim to model the asymmetry of the business cycle, it seems natural to consider the
220 first-order difference of the logarithm of GDP instead of its level. Further, as will
221 become clearer in Section 3, this choice is also motivated by the results of the
222 stationarity tests. Although, we limit ourselves to the study of GDP, other indicators
223 of the US business cycle could be considered: investment, consumption, employ-
224 ment. Also, a complete study requires the estimation of an equation relating money
225 to inflation. To make the paper concise, these issues are not considered here but the
226 reader is referred to Dufrenot et al. (2001). ´
227 2.2.1.2. The explanatory variables. Since the linear money–output equation is a
228 particular case of a MRSTAR equation, it seems natural to choose, at the very least,
229 the exogenous variables that are usually found in linear specifications. Most often,
230 one finds the contemporaneous and lagged values of:
231
232 – 233 the money growth rate (DM1 ); t 234
235 – 236 the federal budget deficit (DEF ); t 237
238 – 239 the treasury bill rate (as explained later, this variable is chosen here as a transition
240 variable); 241
242 – 243 the unexpected changes in the real price of energy (here, we use another proxy
244 of the supply shocks: the variation of total productivity DPTY ); t 245
246 – 247 the unemployment rate (this variable is omitted here). 248
249 2.2.1.3. The transition variables. First natural candidates for the choice of the
250 transition variables are the lagged values of the endogenous and exogenous variables.
251 Although this approach is common in many papers dealing with LSTAR and
252 MRSTAR models, we add other variables that are channels for the transmission of
253 monetary impulses to real activity: SL3, SL10, DCC, DWEDGE, GAP. The choice
254 of these variables is motivated by the following arguments.
255 We first consider financial channels through the credit channel and the slope of
256 the term structure of interest rates. The literature has indeed emphasized that the
1010
1011 The wedge is measured as the real labor costs minus the hourly earnings plus the consumer price
2
1012 index. This variable measures the difference between the wages paid by employers and the wages
1013 earned by employees. It helps capturing the effects of the price-wage loop on some rigidities that render
1014 sluggish the response of the activity to monetary shocks.
1016 The output-gap is measured as the difference between the logarithm of GDP and the long-run trend
3
1017 (as given for instance by the Hodrick–Prescott filter) of the logarithm of GDP. Our data consist of the
1018 US output-gap series given by the O.E.C.D.
1020 D denotes the first-difference operator.
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estimation of a money–output equation is sensitive to the choice of the variables
258 that measure the monetary policy. The credit channel mechanism is consistent with,
259 either the standard IS-LM model of output fluctuations—see Blinder (1987)—or
260 with the microeconomic imperfections in the credit market—as suggested by Stiglitz
261 and Weiss (1981). The proxy CC that we choose as a measure of the credit channel
262 is the difference between the federal reserve base rate and commercial banks loan
263 rate. We further consider financial series that contain information about the monetary
264 policy: two interest rate term structures—SL3 and SL10—that are based on the
265 difference between the 3-and 10- year treasury bonds and the rate of 3 month
266 treasury bills. The interest rate term structure can be upward or downward sloping,
267 depending upon whether the monetary policy is expansive or restrictive. There are
268 some empirical evidence in the literature that the difference between long-term and
269 short-term interest rates is a good predictor of real activity (Stock and Watson,
270 1989; Estrella and Hardouvelis, 1991). It has been shown in previous studies that
271 financial variables can cause asymmetric responses in the reaction of output and
272 inflation to money shocks. This issue is discussed by Galbraith (1996) and Aftalion
273 (1997) who use threshold and STAR models to capture the asymmetric effects of
274 monetary policy. In this paper, we show that such effects also emerge in the more
275 general setting of the MRSTAR models.
276 More than the financial transmission mechanisms, there are other reasons why
277 the coefficients of an equation relating money to output may be time-varying.
278 Recent papers show that short-term Phillips curves are nonlinear. Even though the
279 exact form of nonlinearity still remains ambiguous, it is argued that the nonlinear
280 form comes from the following property: the slope of Phillips curves is a function
281 of present and past macroeconomic conditions (for a synthesis of theoretical
282 arguments, the reader is referred to Dupasquier and Richets (1998) and Yates
283 (1998)). The factors that condition the slope of the Phillips curve include:
284
285 – the economy capacity constraint,
288 – the inflation volatility,
291 – the individual firms’ adjustment costs,
294 – firms’ market power in the good market,
297 – nominal rigidities in wages and prices.
300 With these factors, Phillips curves are concave or convex, thereby inducing
301 asymmetric effects of output to money supply variations. The most important
302 consequence, perhaps, is that asymmetric responses to money shocks are associated
303 with the timing of monetary policy. Nothing indeed guarantees that a large variation
304 in the monetary instrument is equivalent to successive small changes. Precisely, if
305 the central bank allows deviations from the target for some time, a larger movement
306 in the monetary instrument will be needed to achieve the desired level. This is due
307 to the fact that a very small initial change in monetary policy may be amplified in
308 the course of time because the effects on output and inflation are time-dependent.
309 Conversely, a large movement in monetary aggregates does not necessarily imply a
310 large response of output and inflation, if the dynamic effects go through channels
311 that smooth the initial impulse and induce sluggishness in response to shocks. TheARTICLE IN PRESS
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fact that outside money may have an impact through ‘real channels’—and not only
313 through financial channels—has motivated recent empirical works. For instance,
314 Elliason (1999) uses a STAR model as a reduced form of the Phillips curve and
315 shows that money does have asymmetric effects on output in Australia and Sweden,
316 while such effects are not very conclusive for the US. In this paper, we show that
317 the same conclusion however holds for the US economy if one uses MRSTAR
318 equations instead of STAR models. We stress that such ‘real effects’ of monetary
319 policy exist, even outside the framework of real business cycles and even when the
320 money supply is assumed not to be endogenous.
321 In view of the preceding remarks, the following transition variables are added to
322 our equations. We choose a variable that captures the effects of capacity constraints.
323 If the short-run Phillips curves are indeed nonlinear, then the consequences of
324 money shocks may be larger when the economy operates close to capacity. Thereby,
325 excess demand and excess supply situations may induce asymmetric responses of
326 the output. The proxy that we choose to capture such effects is the output-gap,
327 GAP. Besides, the effects of monetary impulses also depend on the microeconomic
328 factors that render the response of output more or less sluggish. Shifts in the
329 coefficients of the money–output equation are conditioned by the wage–price
330 adjustment mechanism and by the pricing rules in the good markets (for theoretical
331 arguments relating the pricing behaviors to state-dependent relationships between
332 money and output, the reader may refer to Dotsey et al. (1999). Accordingly, we
333 also consider the WEDGE as a possible transition variable.
334 2.2.2. The MRSTAR money–output equation
335 To capture the gradual and smooth changes in the impact of monetary policy, a
336 model with time-varying parameters is more suitable than the standard linear
337 formulation. The effect of monetary policy can be more or less strong and induces
338 sluggish adjustment of the output, depending on the transmission mechanisms of
339 money shocks. In this view, we consider the following specification: 340
341 pq w
DGDP s A q A DGDP q A DM1 x t 10 1it yi 2jt yj 88
y is1 js0
rs z
q A DEF q A DPTY | 3kt yk 4lt yl 88
~ ks0 ls0 342
343 pq w
q B q B DGDP q B DM1 x 10 1it yi 2jt yj 88
y is1 js0
rs z
q B DEF q B DPTY F s ,g ,c Ž. | 3kt yk 4lt yl 11 t 11 88
~ ks0 ls0 344
345 pq w
q D q D DGDP q D DM1 q x 10 1it yi 2jt yj 88
y is1 js0
rs z
q D DEF q D DPTY F s ,g ,c Ž. | 3kt yk 4lt yl 22 t 22 88
~ ks0 ls0ARTICLE IN PRESS
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347 pq w
q H q H DGDP q H DM1 x 10 1it yi 2jt yj 88
y is1 js0
rs z
q H DEF q H DPTY F s ,g ,cFs,g ,c qu Ž. Ž. | 3kt yk 4lt yl 11 t 11 22 t 22 t 88
~ ks0 ls0
348
349 with u ;iid(0, s ) s and s are the transition variables. With such a formulation,
2
t 12
350 we define four regimes that are delimitated by the threshold parameters c and c . 12
351 3. Econometric procedures and results for the US economy
352 The estimation of the MRSTAR money–output equation involves several steps.
353 We test the stationarity of our series and we apply techniques that generalize the
354 estimation procedures of one regime STAR models. In this section the econometric
355 methodology is exposed and the results for the US economy are commented on.
356 3.1. The econometric methodology
357 Step 1. Stationarity tests
358 All variables are firstly tested for stationarity. This step is necessary to discriminate
359 between the series that must be considered in level and those for which the first-
360 difference must be calculated. This is helpful, notably for transition variables. For
361 instance, one may want to know whether it is the interest term structures that
362 influence the activity, or their slope (as a measure of the volatility of monetary
363 policy). In this view, we use several tests. We first consider classical procedures
364 such as Dickey and Fuller’s augmented ADF test, and also tests of Phillips and
365 Perron (1988), Kwiatkowski et al. (1992), Schmidt and Phillips (1992) and Elliot
366 et al. (1996). We also use a mixing test. Since all these procedures are well-known
367 in the literature, we do not present them here and refer the reader to the above
368 papers.
369 Step 2. Estimate of a linear model
370 We specify a linear model, including lags on the endogenous and exogenous
371 variables, by using the Akaike information criterion to select the appropriate lag
372 lengths. Tests for residual autocorrelations are also required since omitted autocor-
373 relations may cause rejection of the linearity hypothesis. At the end of this step, we
374 denote w , the m=1 vector of explanatory variables. t
375 Step 3. Testing linearity against STAR specifications
376 Because MRSTAR models are locally linear and also encompass STAR models,
377 the next step is to test for linearity against STAR specifications for different
378 transition variables s . If linearity is rejected for more than one transition variable, t
379 we choose the variable giving the lowest P-value. The procedure used is a LM-type
380 test developed by Luukkonen et al. (1988) and is based on the following auxiliary ¨¨
381 regression:ARTICLE IN PRESS




385 where is an element of the vector of residuals obtained from the linear
T ˆˆ µ∂ nn ss1 ts
386 model estimated at step 2. The reason for using this auxiliary regression is the
387 following. LSTAR models include nuisance parameters that are not identified under
388 the null hypothesis of linearity. Several procedures have been suggested in the
389 literature to cope with this problem. We adopt here an approach—exposed in
390 Terasvirta (1994) and adapted to MRSTAR by van Dijk and Franses (1999)— ¨
391 where Taylor expansion of the nonlinear function is used to form Lagrange Multiplier
392 tests.
5
393 The null hypothesis is H : b sb sb s0 against the alternative hypothesis H : 0 234 1
394 b /0 for at least one j, where the b9 sa r em=1 vectors. The reader’s attention is jj
395 drawn on the following fact. In the general framework of linearity tests against
396 LSTAR alternatives, all the variables should be tested as possible transition variables.
397 However, in the framework of a money–output equation the choice of such variables
398 are chosen in regard to the economic theory. Indeed, when the economy is affected
399 by monetary policy, the asymmetric dynamics works through some specific mecha-
400 nisms that are the ‘transmission channels of monetary policy’ (Section 2). So,
401 instead of including directly M1 and productivity as transition variables, we choose
402 some variables that are linked to the latter and that influence the dynamics of GDP:
403 SL3, SL10, DCC, DWEDGE, GAP. Further, as shown in the results, when the
404 lagged values of the GDP are included in the set of the transition variables, they
405 are not selected by the LM tests.
406 Step 4. Distinguishing between LSTAR and ESTAR specifications
407 If the hypothesis of linearity is rejected, then it is necessary to choose the
408 appropriate form of the transition functions defining the STAR model. In the
409 literature, the functions that are the most often considered are the logistic and the
410 exponential functions. In this view, one uses a sequence of nested hypotheses given
411 by: 412
413 H :b s0, 01 4
H :b s0yb s0, 02 3 4
H :b s0yb sb s0. 03 2 3 4
414
415 The rejection of H implies the selection of a LSTAR model. If H is accepted 01 01
416 while H is rejected, then the appropriate model is an ESTAR model. Accepting 02
417 both H and H and rejecting H leads to a LSTAR model. Granger and Terasvirta 01 02 03 ¨
418 (1993) and Terasvirta (1994) recommend to make the choice of the STAR model ¨
419 on the basis of the lowest P-value. If the test corresponding to H has the lowest 02
420 P-value, then an ESTAR model is selected. If not, one chooses a LSTAR model.
421 As we explain later on, applying this procedure to US data yields to retain a LSTAR
422 model. So, at this stage, a LSTAR money–output equation is estimated.
1021
1022 For a detailed exposition of the testing procedures used for STAR models, the reader is referred to
5
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Step 5. STAR specifications against MRSTAR models
424 In the framework of STAR models, it seems interesting to test for the presence
425 of a second transition function. This is done by testing the hypothesis of STAR
426 specification against the alternative of a MRSTAR models. To do this, we rewrite
427 Eq. (1) as follows:
429 UU 99 y sf w qf wF s ,g ,c Ž. t 1 t 2 t 11 t 11
UU 99 qf wF s ,g ,c qf wF s ,g ,cFs,g ,c q´ , (8) Ž. Ž. Ž. 3 t 22 t 22 4 t 11 t 11 22 t 22 t
430
431 with and Suppose that
UU U U f sf , f sf yf , f sf yff sf yf yf qf . 11 22 1 33 1 41 2 3 4
432 the model selected, at step 4, was a LSTAR model—so that the problem is now to
433 test the null hypothesis of a LSTAR model against the alternative of a MRSTAR
434 model. F (s , g , c ) is replaced with a third-order Taylor expansion in the 22 t 22
435 neighborhood of g (s yc )s0 in order to obtain, after rearranging the different 22 t 2
436 terms, the following model: 437
438 23 y su9 w qu9 wF s ,g ,c qb9 ws qb9 ws qb9 ws Ž. t 1 t 2 t 11 t 11 1t 2t 2 t 2t 3 t 2t
23 q b9 ws qb9 ws qb9 ws F s ,g ,c qh , (9) Ž. Ž . 4 t 2t 5 t 2t 6 t 2t 11 t 11 t
439
440 where the parameters vectors b are functions of the f* . The null hypothesis can ij
441 be written as H*:b s0, is1,«, 6 and is tested by using again a LM-type test 0 i
442 statistic as described by van Dijk and Franses (1999). The same rules as above
443 apply (in case of several transition variables s , we choose the variable that gives 2t
444 the statistic with the lowest P-value).
445 Step 6. Estimate of MRSTAR models
446 If H is rejected at step 6, then MRSTAR models are estimated using algorithms 0
447 such as BHHH, or BFGS. The great difficulty here is to find appropriate initial
448 points that yield to the maximum of the objective function. Usually, this requires
449 search procedures over different sets of initial values.
450 3.2. Application to the money–output equation
451 The sources and construction of data are presented in Appendix A. Our estimation
452 covers the period from 1975:1 to 1998:2 (we use quarterly data). All series are in
453 logarithm, except GAP, DEF, SL3, SL10, WEDGE and CC. The results of the
454 different tests persuade us to allow for multiple regimes and two transition functions
455 for the money–output equation.
456 3.2.1. Stationarity tests
457 We applied several stationarity tests (ADF, PP, KPSS, ERS, SP). The results are
6
458 available upon request to the authors. We briefly sketch here our main findings. For
1024
1025 ADF, Augmented Dickey–Fuller. PP, Phillips–Perron. KPSS, Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin.
6
1026 ERS, Elliot–Rothenberg–Stock. SP, Schmidt–Phillips.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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almost stationarity tests, we accepted the null hypothesis that the following variables
460 are I(1) at 5% level of confidence: GDP, M1, PTY, WEDGE, SL3, SL10, CC. This
461 conclusion is quite surprising for SL3 and SL10 since term structure variables are
462 usually found to be stationary in level (however, SL10 was stationary at 10% level
463 of confidence). When the null hypothesis is stationarity instead of nonstationarity,
464 as is the case in KPSS approach, the tests lead to the conclusion that these variables
465 are I(0). As expected, the variable DEF is I(0). The conclusions for GAP are more
466 ambiguous. According to ADF, PP and KPSS, this variable is I(0), but if we look
467 at ERS and SP, this hypothesis is rejected. The autocorrelation function—not
468 reported here, however, suggests that GAP is a stationary variable.
469 We further studied the statistical properties of our variables by considering mixing
470 tests. Mixing and stationarity properties share a common property, but the former is
471 more general than the latter. Heuristically, the mixing property implies that the
472 influence of the past observations of a series decreases gradually over time, so that
473 in the very far future the past information is of no relevance to explain the stochastic
474 patterns of a random variable. For a technical approach of mixing process, the
475 reader can refer to Dufrenot and Mignon (2002). Here, we applied the RyS ´
476 approach—suggested by Lo (1991). The mixing hypothesis was rejected for our
477 variables, except for GAP, SL3, SL10 and DEF.
478 In summary, the results of the stationarity and mixing tests lead us to work with
479 the following variables:
480
481 – variables measured in terms of first-differences: GDP, M1, PTY, WEDGE, P, CC;
484 – variables measured in level: SL3, SL10, GAP, DEF.
487 3.2.2. Linearity tests, STAR tests and estimates
488 The results obtained by applying steps 2–6 are reported in Appendices B and C.
489 Appendix B contains the results of the different tests (linearity and STAR tests),
490 while Appendix C reports the estimations (linear, STAR and MRSTAR equations).
491 The linear model is obtained using the Akaike information criterion and different
492 tests for residual autocorrelation. The P-values reject serial correlation and the
493 presence of conditional heteroskedasticity (see linear model in Appendix C).
494 The second column in Table 1 (Appendix B) shows the P-values of the LM test
495 statistics when the hypothesis of linearity is tested against the alternative of STAR
496 models for different transition variables, e.g. the contemporaneous and lagged
497 observations of one of the following variables: GAP, SL3, SL10, DCC, DGDP,
498 DWEDGE (see the first column). Remind that DM1 and DPTY are not included
499 since the transition variables must capture the transmission channels of monetary
500 policy. We, however, include DGDP since this variable has been found to be an
501 important transition variable in the modelling of MRSTAR models (van Dijk and
502 Franses, 1999). The delay parameter is over the range 0–8. Indeed, it has been
503 found that long lags of the term structure are important for predicting the economic
504 activity and a similar argument may hold for the other variables (Estrella and
505 Mishkin, 1998). When linearity is rejected for more than one variable, we choose
506 the variable with the lowest P-value (this variable is indicated in italic in the table).ARTICLE IN PRESS
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It is seen that the LM tests succeeds to reject linearity in many cases and that
508 GAP is selected as the first transition variable. ty3
509 The application of the three nested tests for choosing between LSTAR and
510 ESTAR specifications yields the following P-values
512 H : 0.0003 01
H : 0.1229 02
H : 0.4535 03
513
514 We thus conclude in favor of a LSTAR model. The second equation in Appendix
515 C reports the results of the estimated LSTAR model together with some diagnostic
516 tests in order to test its robustness. It must be pointed out that estimating LSTAR—
517 and MRSTAR—models by nonlinear least squares is not always easy. For instance,
518 the sequence of estimates for the transition parameter may converge rather slowly.
519 Following Terasvirta (1994), we scale the exponent of the transition function by ¨
520 dividing it by the empirical standard deviation s of the corresponding transition thres
521 variable as follows 522
523 y1 wz
x| Fs,g,c s 1qexp yg s yc ys . (10) Ž. Ž Ž. . tt thres y~
524
525 This allows making g scale-free and yields easier interpretations of its estimate.
526 The variance ratio gives an idea of the relative gain in the fit from
22 ˆˆ s ys LSTR LIN
527 using a LSTAR model instead of a linear model. It suggests here that the gain is
528 good: 0.8668. The results further show that the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation
529 is not rejected (statistic GB). Moreover, the model passes the test of no heteroske-
530 dasticity (statistic White). A similar conclusion holds for the test of no autoregressive
531 conditional heteroskedasticity (statistics ARCH).
532 The third and fourth columns in Table 1 (Appendix B) report results of the F-
533 version of the tests of LSTAR models against MRSTAR alternatives, on the basis
534 of the estimated LSTAR model with the first transition variable. We indicate the P-
535 values of the tests for various choices of the second transition variable. In view of
536 the results reported in the third column, it seems that GDP is an appropriate ty3
537 transition variable. However, the residuals estimated in the LSTAR model may not
538 be exactly orthogonal to the gradient matrix used in the standard test LSTARy
539 MRSTAR and the partial derivatives of the first transition function with respect to
540 g and c may approach zero functions. van Dijk and Franses (1999) thus introduce
541 a modified version of the test, the P-value of which is given in the fourth column
542 in Table 1. As shown by the authors, these tests generalize the remaining nonlinearity
543 test of Eitrheim and Terasvirta (1996): the transition variable s in their test is t ¨
544 replaced here by the two transition variables s and s . We see in the fourth column 1t 2t
545 of Table 1 that the variable with the lowest P-value is SL10 . ty7
546 In summary, there is some evidence for considering the multiple regimes version
547 of STAR model. The last regression in Appendix C shows the estimation of the
548 MRSTAR equation using the method of nonlinear least squares. To examine theARTICLE IN PRESS
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robustness checks of the estimation, we test the usual hypotheses on the residuals
550 (no serial autocorrelation, no autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity,«).I ti s
551 worth mentioning that for the same reasons expounded before, we scale the transition
552 functions F and F by dividing their expression by respectively s and s 1 2 thres1 thres2
553 the empirical standard deviations of the transition variables s and s . Several 1t 2t
554 conclusions can be drawn from then results. The null hypotheses of no serial
555 correlation is not rejected (statistic GB), as well as the hypotheses of no heteros-
556 kedasticity both unconditional and conditional (statistics WHITE and ARCH).
557 Moreover, the relative gain in the fit from using a MRSTAR model instead of a
558 linear model, characterized by is important (0.6197) and more 22 ˆˆ s ys MRSTR LIN
559 interesting than the fit from using a simple LSTAR model (0.7150).
560 It is usually difficult to interpret the individual coefficients of the MRSTAR
561 models. It is rather instructive to study their implications in terms of asymmetry by
562 examining their generalized IRFs. This is done in the next section. Before doing
563 this, some comments are in order.
564 In Appendix D, we report different figures. Fig. 1 shows the predicted values of
565 DGDP from both linear and MRSTAR models. Fig. 2 gives the shape of the first
566 transition function ordered over time and over the first transition variable. Fig. 3
567 shows the same curves for the second transition function. Finally, Fig. 4 depicts the
568 distribution of observations of DGDP across the different regimes.
569 When analyzing these figures, it can be noted that the MRSTAR models describe
570 the most ‘turbulent’ periods in the data, better than the linear model. The periods
571 of ‘explosive’ growth rates are related to values of andyor close to 1. For instance, ˆˆ FF 12
572 we distinctly see the aftermath of the second oil crisis in 1979 (Fig. 1). It must be
573 noted that regime changes seem to occur less frequently after 1990:1 in comparison
574 to the period before. This corroborates the observations on the US business cycle.
575 The shapes of the transition functions depend upon the values of the estimated
576 parameters and that indicate how rapid the transition from 0 to unity is. ˆˆ gg 12
577 Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, it is seen that the transition phases are quite smooth. We
578 obtain which would mean that the GDP decreases when the long-term ˆ c s0.2458, 2
579 interest rate increases above the short-term interest rate by more than 0.24%. To
580 explain this, note that the long-term interest rate corresponds to a decrease in the
581 price of assets and an increase induces capital losses. This implies wealth effects
582 that reduces aggregate consumption and thus the GDP. The reaction of the GDP
583 occurs after a delay of seven quarters (the transition variable is SL10 ). This ty7
584 corroborates a commonly shared view that long lags of the term structures help
585 predicting the activity, but it may also be attributable to inflation expectations that
586 are central to the term structure transmission mechanism. If we consider the first
587 transition function, we see that which means that a decrease of more ˆ c sy0.0723, 1
588 than 7.23% of current production under the potential production induces a recession.
589 Given the smoothness of the shape of the transition function, the decrease occurs
590 gradually. Contraction phases due to the effect of the output-gap are illustrated by
591 points located in regimes 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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4. Measuring the effects of monetary shocks: generalized impulse response
593 functions in presence of changing transition variables
594 We now complete the MRSTAR model by introducing the impulse problem.
595 Should we proceed in the usual way, we would compute the generalized impulse
596 response function (GIRF) by adding shocks to the MRSTAR equations and then
597 study the dynamic properties of the response. In our case, things are more
598 complicated in the sense that the transition variables changes every period in regard
599 to the way monetary policy is introduced. Indeed, as explained below, since the
600 output-gap and the inflation rate both enter the reaction function of the central bank,
601 there are feedback effects between the monetary impulses and the transition variables.
602 This interaction is a source of asymmetric dynamic.
603 4.1. The impulse problem: why do the transition variables change over time?
604 It is usually assumed in the literature that the central banks set the short-term
605 interest rate according to a reaction function (the Taylor rule):
607 r saDP qbGAP (11) tt t
608
609 where r is the short-term interest rate and a, b are weights on the inflation rate and t
610 on the output level. Further, the aggregate supply of the economy is described by
611 the following equation:
613 P
DP s f GAP . (12) ti t yi 8
is0
614
615 By combining both these equations, we obtain an equation relating the contem-
616 poraneous value of the short-term interest rate and the lagged values of the output-
617 gap: 618
619 P
r s u GAP . (13) ti t yi 8
is0
620
621 The latter equation can be used as a basis for forecasts of the future short-term
622 interest rate. This leads to the following expression: 623
624 jP
wx w x Er s u E GAP q u GAP Ø (14) tqjit qjyii t qjyi 88
is0 isjqi
625
626 Also, the short-term interest rate forecasts are usually described as a weighted
627 sum of the contemporaneous short-term interest rate and long-term interest rates
628 (l ): t 629
630 wx Er sl r q 1yl l Ø (15) Ž. tqjj t j tARTICLE IN PRESS
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632 The combination of the last two equations yields the following expression:
634 jP
wz ˜ ˜ x| l yr sA q f Ey yy q u y yy Ø (16) Ž. Ž . tt 0 tqjyit yii t qjyit yi y~ 88
is0 isjq1
635
636 The term structure is thus a predictor of future output growth. Assuming that
637 expectations of future growth rate are obtained by extrapolating past growth rates,
638 we would obtain an equation relating the term structure to past growth rates.
639 Another remark is in order here. It is often argued that the term structure contains
640 information about the credibility of monetary policy, notably through the expectations
641 of future inflation rates. Assuming again adaptive expectations, we would obtain an
642 equation relating the term structure to past inflation rates.
643 The preceding remarks have some implications on the way we choose to study
644 the effects of the monetary policy. We introduce a reduced-form equation that relates
645 SL10 to its past values and the lagged values of DGDP and DP: t 646
647 t xK
SL10 smq f SL10 q uD GDP q fD P qj , (17) ti t yijt yjk t ykt 88 8
is1 js1 ks1
648
649 where Given the state-dependence property of the MRSTAR models,
2 j fiid 0,s . Ž. t j
650 it is worth noting that our formulation of the impulse mechanism implies feedback
651 effects between the endogenous variables and the transition variable SL10. As we
652 shall see, these feedbacks cause persistent asymmetric dynamics in the responses to
653 monetary policy.
654 4.2. Generalized impulse response functions
655 Let us consider the time series model: 656
657 Y sFY ,«,Y qHV (18) Ž. tt y1 typt t
658
659 where F is a known function, Y is K=1 random vector, V is a K=1 vector of iid tt
660 random perturbations with zero means and finite variances, H is a K=K random t
661 matrix which is a function of (Y ,«, Y ). Upper-case letters design random ty1 typ
662 variables and lower-case letters denote realizations of these random variables. In
663 addition, we use the following notations: V is the information set used to forecast ty1
664 Y , v is a particular realization of V . tt y1 ty1
665 The usual IRF is defined as the difference between two realizations of Y which tqn
666 are similar up to ty1. The first realization is such that a unique shock of size d
667 affects the system between t and tqn. The second realization, which is taken as theARTICLE IN PRESS
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benchmark, assumes that the system is not hit by any shock between t and tqn.
669 We define the IRF as follows:
671 Z wx IRF n,d,v sEY Vsd,V s«sV s0,v Ž. ty1 tqnt t q1 tqnt y1
Z wx yEY VsV s«sV s0,v (19) tqnt t q1 tqnt y1
672
673 for ns1, 2, 3,«
674 For nonlinear models, the IRF generally depends upon v the particular history ty1
675 chosen as the basis for comparison of the two realizations. It also depends on the
676 sign and the size of the shock d. Potter (1995) and Koop et al. (1996) report that,
677 in this context, asymmetric responses occur in two main forms. Firstly, for any
678 particular history, the effect of shocks of varying sizes and signs is not a simple
679 scaling of a unit shock. Secondly, for the same shock but different histories, the
680 response can differ markedly. In order to highlight these properties, it is more
681 suitable to use a GIRF. The GIRF uses the concept of expectation operator
682 conditioned on the history andyor shock. The response is thus an average of what
683 might happen given the past and the present. More formally, the GIRF in the case
684 of an arbitrary current shock v and history v is given by:
7
tt y1 685
686 ZZ wx w x GIRF n,v ,v sEY v,v yEY v (20) Ž. tt y1 tqnt t y1 tqnt y1
687
688 for ns0, 1,« We see that the GIRF is the difference between two conditional
689 expectations which are themselves random variables. We now describe how we
690 compute the GIRF for the estimated MRSTAR models. Our simulations include the
691 following steps.
692 Step 1. Creating vectors of monetary impulses
693 To study the impact of monetary policy on the real activity, we introduce monetary
694 innovations in the estimated MRSTAR models. Our monetary innovations are
695 computed as the residuals of Eq. (17).
696 Since the GIRF is a random variable, we need vectors of different monetary
697 shocks. For each t, define 698
699 S9s j ,j ,«,j (21) Ž. 1t 2tR t
700
701 We construct S9 as follows. We generate (xqpq1)R parameters 702
703 m ,«,m ,u ,«,u ,«,f ,«,f , Ž. 1 R 1jR j 1kR k
704
705 js1,«, x and ks1,«, K. These parameters are randomly sampled from Normal
1027
1028 For another approach, see Gallant et al. (1993). These authors used a measure based on something
7
1029 that is similar to the mean of the GIRF, but they consider a different baseline forecast. As in the case
1030 of the usual impulse response function, they define the baseline forecast conditional on information up
1031 to time t.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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laws . From (Eq. (17)), we construct j (rs1,«,
22 2 8 ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ N(m,s ), N(u ,s ), N(f ,s ) m j ujk fk rt
707 R) as follows: 708
709 tx K
j sSL10 ym y f SL10 y fD GDP y fD P (22) rt t r ri tyir j t yjr k t yk 88 8
is1 js1 ks1
710
711 Step 2. Definition of forecasts of the endogenous variables without shocks
712 We iterate the system of the following equations to obtain forecasts of the
713 endogenous variables DGDP and DP (which are represented here by the variable
714 Dy). We denote the forecasts where rs1,«, R, tstq1,«, ˆˆ ˆ Dy ,Dy ,«,Dy r,tq1 r,tq2 r,N
715 N and N-T. t is the maximum lag in the regressors of the estimated MRSTAR
716 model. We iterate the MRSTAR model and compute: 717
718 pq r w
ˆˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ DGDP s A q A DGDP q A DM1 q A DDEF x r,t 10 1ir ,tyi 2jt yj 3kt yk 88 8
y is1 js0 ks0
sp q zw
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ q A DPTY q B q B DGDP q B DM1 |x 4lt yl 10 1ir ,tyi 2jt yj 88 8
~y ls0 is1 js0
rs zw
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ q B DDEF q B DPTY F s ,g ,c q D Ž. |x 3kt yk 4lt yl 11 t 11 1 0 88
~y ks0 ls0
pq r
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ q D DGDP q D DM1 q D DDEF 1ir ,tyi 2jt yj 3kt yk 88 8
is1 js0 ks0
sp q zw
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ q D DPTY F s ,g ,c q H q H DGDP q H DM1 Ž. |x 4lt yl 22 t 2 2 10 1ir ,tyi 2jt yj 88 8
~y ls0 is1 js0
rs z
ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ q H DDEF q H DPTY =Fs,g ,cFs,g ,c qu Ž. Ž. | 3kt yk 4lt yl 11 t 11 22 t 22 t 88
~ ks0 ls0
719
720 2 ˆ ˆ with u ;NID 0,s and Ž. t MRSTR
721
722 tx K




726 2 ˆ j fiid 0,s . Ž. rt j
727
728 Step 3. Definition of forecasts of the endogenous variables with monetary impulses
1032
1033 The ‘ ’ is used to indicate the estimated parameters from the regression of DSL10 on a constant,
8 ˆ t
1034 DGDP and DP, js1,«, x and ks1,«, K. tyjt ykARTICLE IN PRESS
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We repeat step 2, but instead of the vector {j } we compute using a ˆ DGDP rt r,tqn
730 vector {j* } with j* ssjI and I s1 if the monetary shock occurs at time t and rt rt j rt t t
731 I s0 otherwise. j is the t-th observation of the vector of residuals defined in step tr t
732 1. s is the corresponding standard error. The forecasts obtained are noted j
733 . We do that for rs1,«, R.
shocks ˆ DGDPr,tqn
734 Step 4. Computation of the GIRF
735 We form the averages 736
737 BE R '' 1 CF shocks DG DGDP s DGDP yDGDP . (24) tqnr ,tqnr ,tqn 8 Rrs1
738
739 This gives us the GIRF of our MRSTAR model, for a given t.
740 4.3. Application to US data: comparing LSTAR and MRSTAR models
741 To compute the GIRFs, we choose initial shocks j corresponding respectively to
742 regimes 1, 2, 3 and 4 (more precisely, the initial periods of the shocks are
743 respectively 1975:4, 1991:4, 1984:1 and 1987:2 for regimes 1–4). We retain
744 different values for the variance of the shocks s and distinguish between positive j
745 and negative shocks. Given the definition of j in Eq. (17) and the definition of t
746 SL10, a positive monetary shock does correspond to an unexpected decrease of the
747 short term interest rate. Conversely, a negative shock reflects an increase of the
748 short term interest rate. "1, "2 means that we consider "1 and "2 times the
749 residual standard deviation of the shock. Appendix E shows the figures corresponding
750 to the nonlinear responses of the MRSTAR models. Note that the GIRFs are
751 computed for the log level of GDP, by taking the cumulative sums of the GIRFs
752 for the growth rate.
753 Several conclusions can be drawn from Figs. 5–8. Globally, all figures show
754 some evidence of asymmetric dynamics in several ways. Firstly, for two out of the
755 four regimes, the average response appears to be more magnified when shocks are
756 negative than when they are positive (see regimes 2 and 3), while the opposite
757 conclusion holds for regime 4. So, we have two types of asymmetric dynamics.
758 One concerns the difference in the reaction of the economy to positive and negative
759 and the second shows a ‘regime-dependent’ property. Secondly, it is important to
760 note that the GDP is either positively or negatively correlated to monetary impulses,
761 thereby changing with the regimes. This clearly appears by comparing figure with
762 the others. Regime 1 (which corresponds to the years 1979:4–1983:4 and 1990:1–
763 1991:4) shows evidence of the so-called ‘consumption puzzle’: the response to
764 negative shocks are positive whereas the response to positive shocks are negative.
765 Thirdly, we note that the way in which the magnification of the shocks occurs also
766 change across regimes. For instance, negative shocks are magnified in regime 2,
767 while positive shocks are magnified in regime 4.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Clearly, the above findings challenge the interpretation of asymmetry usually
769 found in linear models. It is usually argued that expansionary monetary policies do
770 not affect output, whereas restrictive monetary policies have significant negative
771 effects on the activity output. Here, the effects of the shocks vary across time (due
772 to regime-shifting phenomena). We see that the profiles of the IRFs vary with the
773 initial period of the shocks. The fact that the response of the GDP is more damped
774 in regimes 2 and 3, in comparison to regime 4, seems to indicate that in some
775 periods most of the effects of the monetary policy on the real activity are carried
776 by the inflation rate rather than by the output. However, this does not necessarily
777 occur during expansion phases.
778 The time-varying effects are due to the feedback effects of our model. An initial
779 shock in Eq. (17) induces a variation of SL10 and this modifies the value of the
780 transition function F . These variations yield some modifications of the GDP in the 2
781 MRSTAR equation and again of SL10 in Eq. (17). Depending upon whether the
782 term structure varies above or under the threshold value , the economy either ˆ c2
783 remains in the same regime, or is pushed in another one. Finally, one also notes
784 that in our nonlinear framework, initial shocks have very persistent effects, since
785 the GDP is never back to its initial value. This is an illustration of historical
786 dependence.
787 We now compare the nonlinear GIRFs obtained for MRSTAR models with those
788 computed for LSTAR models. We shock the transition variable common to both
789 specifications (GAP ) and again distinguish the initial periods of the shocks by ty3
790 the regime in which they occur. The comparative graphs of the GIRFs are shown
791 in Appendix F.
792 At first glance, it seems that the graphs resemble each other in regard to the
793 asymmetric dynamics that are produced (in both cases, we find some evidence of
794 dependence to the sign and the size of the initial shock and we also observe a
795 regime dependency). Despite these similarities, the LSTAR and MRSTAR models
796 differ in one aspect. For three regimes out of four, the range of variation of the
797 GIRFs is smaller for the MRSTAR models, thereby illustrating that adding more
798 regimes to the LSTAR model yield a smoother dynamics. This findings corroborates
799 what is usually found in the literature on nonlinear IRF: additive nonlinear terms
800 (here the second transition function) reduces the dispersion of the effects of the
801 initial shocks. This implies that shocks are more persistent in the case of MRSTAR
802 models (the argument is notably true for regime 4, where there are more fluctuations
803 in the response of the GDP for the LSTAR model).
804 5. Concluding remarks
805 In this paper, we have explored a new approach for studying the quantitative
806 effects of monetary policy. The framework of regime-switching models such as the
807 MRSTAR models allows reproducing some stylized facts, notably the asymmetric
808 responses of the GDP. Also, the MRSTAR models help reproducing phenomena
809 such as history-dependence, time variability of the impulse functions and sensitivity
810 to the regime observed when the initial shock is produced.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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This paper offers several extensions. First, it may be interesting to compare the
812 results obtained here for the US economy with those of other O.E.C.D. countries.
813 Secondly, the financial transmission channels of monetary policy are often considered
814 without evoking the impact of volatility. Volatility can be a source of instability in
815 the response functions. In this view, it may be worth extending the MRSTAR model
816 by including nonlinear components in the error term. Thirdly, it might be interesting
817 to calibrate and simulate MRSTAR models (instead of estimating them from data)
818 and find the transition function parameters for which the models best reproduce the
819 usual stylized facts on monetary policy.
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825 Appendix A: The data
826 We use quarterly data over the sample period 1975:1–1998:2 for the US economy.
827 The sources are the IMF’s International Financial Statistics and the O.E.C.D.
828 database. We use of the following variables (seasonally adjusted and transformed in
829 logarithm): M1 for the aggregate quantity of money, the federal fund rate (FED),
830 the treasury bill rate (TBILL), 3-year and 10-year government bond yields (BOND3,
831 BOND10), banks prime loan rate (BANK), the GDP volume, the real labor costs
832 (RCL), hourly earnings (HEARNINGS), the total productivity index (PTY), the
833 output-gap (GAP), all items consumer prices (P). We also consider the US budget
834 deficit (DEF).
835 The following variables are also defined: 836
837 SL3sBOND3yTBILL and SL10sBOND10yTBILL
838
839 as proxies of interest rate term structures, 840
841 CCsFEDyBANK
842
843 as a proxy of the credit channel, and an indicator of the wedge is: 844
845 WEDGEsRCLyHEARNINGSqP.
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Appendix B: The tests
848 Table 1.
849 Appendix C: Estimations of DGDP models: linear, LSTAR and MRSTAR
850 Linear model: 851
852 DGDP s0.0042q0.0160DGDP y0.1935DGDP y0.0013DM1 tt y1 ty2 t
0.00 0.89 0.08 0.98 () () () ()
q0.0034DM1 q0.1980DM1 y0.1522DM1 q0.7235DPTY ty1 ty2 ty3 t




854 s0.00005, GB(1)s0.1760 (0.67),G B (4)s1.4494 (0.83), Skews0.5196,
2 ˆ sLIN
855 Kurts4.5704, BJs80.5545 (0.00), Whites27.4952 (0.97), ARCH(1)s0.0691
856 (0.79), ARCH(4)s0.6822 (0.95), AICsy9.74169.
857 LSTAR model: 858
859 DGDP sq0.0054y0.0280DGDP y0.0912DGDP tt y1 ty2
0.47 0.39 0.20 () () ()
860
861 y0.3088DM1 q0.1011DM1 q0.1235DM1 tt y1 ty2
0.00 0.17 0.12 () () ()
862
863 y0.1276DM1 q0.9724DPTY y0.0016DEF ty3 tt
0.11 0.00 0.49 () () ()
864
865 w qy 0.0051q0.0479DGDP y0.8211DGDP x ty1 ty2
y 0.48 0.32 0.00 () () ()
866
867 y0.0535DM1 q0.3504DPTY q0.0286DEF F ty3 tt 1 x
0.31 0.00 0.39 () () ()
868
869 q0.9850DM1 y0.3528DM1 q0.4537DM1 tt y1 ty2
0.00 0.00 0.00 () () ()
870
871 with 872
873 y1 wz BE BE F s 1qexp y1.9342 GAP y1.1557 ys CF CF x| 1 ty3t h r e s 1
DG DG 0.00 0.00 y~ () ()
874
875 GB(1s0.3947 (0.52),G B (4)s2.4550
22 2 ˆˆ ˆ s s0.00004, s ys s0.8668, LSTR LSTR LIN
876 (0.65), Skewsy0.2029, Kurts0.9858, BJs4.0254 (0.13), Whites42.9592 (0.51),
877 ARCH(1)s0.0040 (0.94), ARCH(4)s4.2861 (0.36), AICsy9.8774.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Table 1
4 Linearity test against STAR alternatives and LSTAR tests against MRSTAR alternatives 5
LINySTAR LSTARyMSTAR LSTARyMSTAR (modified)
6 10 11
SL3t 0.0740 0.0132 0.0132 12
SL3ty1 0.3149 0.2599 0.2088 13
SL3ty2 0.5210 0.1055 0.1529 14
SL3ty3 0.0272 0.0264 0.0241 15
SL3ty4 0.1555 0.0891 0.1276 16
SL3ty5 0.4733 0.0100 0.0383 17
SL3ty6 0.4063 0.1398 0.0933 18
SL3ty7 0.1708 0.1686 0.1192 19
SL3ty8 0.0444 0.4340 0.3412 20
21
SL10t 0.0951 0.0274 0.1551 22
SL10ty1 0.2317 0.0500 0.0779 23
SL10ty2 0.5188 0.0615 0.0415 24
SL10ty3 0.0955 0.0023 0.0036 25
SL10ty4 0.1814 0.1343 0.0604 26
SL10ty5 0.3236 0.0084 0.0180 27
SL10ty6 0.3413 0.2538 0.1204 28
SL10ty7 0.6871 0.0121 0.0009 29
SL10ty8 0.3275 0.1439 0.2702 30
31
DCCt 0.1143 0.0448 0.1953 32
DCCty1 0.1069 0.3440 0.7157 33
DCCty2 0.2688 0.0084 0.0249 34
DCCty3 0.0053 0.0084 0.0125 35
DCCty4 0.6251 0.0513 0.2379 36
DCCty5 0.5898 0.1643 0.1774 37
DCCty6 0.6741 0.1546 0.0502 38
DCCty7 0.0898 0.2869 0.2407 39
DCCty8 0.4919 0.2829 0.2850 40
41
GAPt 0.0061 – – 42
GAPty1 0.2153 – – 43
GAPty2 0.0655 – – 44
GAPty3 0.0008 –– 45
GAPty4 0.4935 – – 46
GAPty5 0.7985 – – 47
GAPty6 0.5926 – – 48
GAPty7 0.4107 – – 49
GAPty8 0.7145 – – 50
51
DWEDGEt 0.0046 0.1957 0.1709 52
DWEDGEty1 0.5658 0.1629 0.1401 53
DWEDGEty2 0.4414 0.0345 0.3132 54
DWEDGEty3 0.6008 0.2628 0.1474 55
DWEDGEty4 0.3241 0.5756 0.5133 56
DWEDGEty5 0.2850 0.2284 0.2975 57
DWEDGEty6 0.4115 0.0008 0.0015 58
DWEDGEty7 0.3428 0.1042 0.2830 59
DWEDGEty8 0.0039 0.0455 0.0986 60
61
DGDPty1 0.3409 0.0225 0.0327 62
DGDPty2 0.0532 0.0045 0.0022 63
DGDPty3 0.6808 0.0001 0.0028 64
DGDPty4 0.0277 0.0003 0.0066ARTICLE IN PRESS
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7
Table 1 (Continued) 8
LINySTAR LSTARyMSTAR LSTARyMSTAR (modified)
9 65
DGDPty5 0.9023 0.0965 0.1624 66
DGDPty6 0.4274 0.0298 0.0118 67
DGDPty7 0.9210 0.0972 0.0506 68
DGDPty8 0.2058 0.0512 0.0771
69
70 Note: The first column indicates the possible transition variables. The second column corresponds to the
71 LM-type test exposed for instance in Terasvirta (1994) in order to test linearity against STAR modeling for ¨
72 different transition variables. The third and fourth columns are the LM-type tests that are used to test a
73 STAR model against a MRSTAR alternative; they are based on a Taylor expansion of the second transition
74 function F ; it consists in testing the nullity of supplementary parameters implied by this expansion for 2
75 different possible transition variables s (van Dijk and Franses (1999)). The last column is a modified 2t
76 version of this test that takes into account the possible problem of no orthogonalization of the residuals of
77 the LSTAR model estimation with the gradient matrix (van Dijk and Franses (1999)). The numbers reported
78 are P-values. We indicate in italic the lowest P-values that help selecting the transition variables that will




880 DGDP s0.0255q0.0007DGDP q0.0423DGDP tt y1 ty2
0.38 0.49 0.35 () () ()
881
882 y0.6622DM1 q0.0098DM1 q0.1367DM1 tt y1 ty2
0.00 0.46 0.11 () () ()
883
884 y0.3578DM1 q0.8174DPTY y0.0276DEF ty3 tt
0.00 0.00 0.40 () () ()
885
886 w qy 0.0445y0.0567DGDP y0.6497DGDP x ty1 ty2
y 0.33 0.30 0.00 () () ()
887
888 q0.7099DM1 y0.2704DM1 q0.3676DM1 tt y1 ty2
0.00 0.00 0.00 () () ()
889
890 y0.1349DM q0.2678DPTY q0.0584DEF F ty3 tt 1 x
0.11 0.00 0.30 () () ()
891
892 w qy 0.0145y0.2674DGDP y0.0564DGDP x ty1 ty2
y 0.44 0.00 0.30 () () ()
893
894 q0.0572DM1 y0.0300DM1 y0.3682DM1 tt y1 ty2
0.30 0.39 0.00 () () ()
895
896 q0.6362DM1 q0.1721DPTY q0.0455DEF F ty3 tt 2 x
0.00 0.06 0.34 () () ()
897
898 w q 0.0382y0.0628DGDP y0.0615DGDP x ty1 ty2
y 0.36 0.28 0.29 () () ()ARTICLE IN PRESS
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899
900 q0.8809DM1 q0.5722DM1 q0.1814DM1 tt y1 ty2
0.00 0.00 0.05 () () ()
901
902 y0.1191DM1 y0.1859DPTY y0.0830DEF FF ty3 tt 12 x
0.14 0.05 0.23 () () ()
903
904 with 905
906 S y1 wz BE BE F s 1qexp y0.6617 GAP q0.0723 ys CF CF x| 1 ty3t h r e s 1
DG DG 0.00 0.26 y~ () () T
U
y1 wz BE BE TF s 1qexp y0.7272 SL10 y0.2458 ys CF CF x| 2 ty7t h r e s 2
DG DG 0.00 0.01 y~ () () V
907
908 GB(1)s1.4045
22 2 2 2 ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ s s0.00003, s ys s0.6197, s ys s0.7150, MSTR MRSTR LIN MRSTR LSTR
909 (0.23),G B (4)s3.9708 (0.40), Skewsy0.1542, Kurts0.4209, BJs0.8849 (0.64),
910 Whites56.7334 (0.09), ARCH(1)s1.7489 (0.18), ARCH(4)s7.5819 (0.11),
911 AICsy10.1938.
912 Note: The P-values corresponding to the parameter estimates or the different test
913 statistics are given in parentheses. and are the estimated
22 2 ˆˆ ˆ s , ss , LIN LSTR MRSTR
914 variances of the residuals corresponding respectively to the linear, LSTAR and
915 MRSTAR models, GB(q) denotes the Godfrey–Breusch statistic of the LM-type
916 test for qth-order serial correlation in the residuals, Skew is the skewness coefficient,
917 Kurt is the Kurtosis, BJ is the Jarque–Bera normality test for the residuals, White
918 is the White heteroskedasticity test, ARCH denotes the Engle conditional heteros-
919 kedasticity test and AIC is the Akaike information criteria. s , s and s thres thres1 thres2
920 are the empirical standard deviations of the corresponding transition variables.
921 Appendix D: Predicted values of the GDP and the transition functions
922 Figs. 1–4.
923 Appendix E: Nonlinear impulse response functions: MRSTAR
924 Figs. 5–8.
925 Appendix F: Nonlinear impulse response functions: comparing LSTAR and
926 MRSTAR models
927 Figs. 9–12.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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84
85 Fig. 1. Predicted values of DGP—linear and MRSTAR models.
89
90 Fig. 2. Shape of the first transition function.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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94
95 Fig. 3. Shape of the second transition function.
99
100 Fig. 4. Distributions of observations across the different regimes.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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104
105 Fig. 5. GIRF—log level of GDP—Regime 1.
109
110 Fig. 6. GIRF—log level of GDP—Regime 2.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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114
115 Fig. 7. GIRF—log level of GDP—Regime 3.
119
120 Fig. 8. GIRF—log level of GDP—Regime 4.ARTICLE IN PRESS
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